ABSTRACT

Forests are the natural ecosystems that the world needs to reduce greenhouse gases. The forest is a variety of crops grown with the trees are able to absorb carbon dioxide (CO2) and producing oxygen (O2), so that forests can reduce greenhouse gas concentrations in atmosfer. Without the forest existence of life on earth can not possibly happen, not only provide oxygen but also many other benefits associated with human existence on earth. United Nations through the United Nations Forum on Forests (UNFF) perform an effort to help countries in overcoming the destruction of forests. United Nations Forum on Forests in collaboration with government and environmental organizations to develop capacity and strong institutions through programs to reduce deforestation. United Nations Forum on Forests (UNFF) have universal membership, which all UN member states are members of the UNFF and one of them is Brazil.

The efforts of the United Nations Forum on Forests / UNFF in addressing forest degradation in the Brazilian Amazon with the way become a facilitator and consultant, for local activities and national and give suggestions to overcome the destruction of forests and provide financial assistance facility for Brazil to implement its program. Besides, UNFF also do advocacy and monitoring in cooperation with governments, regulatory bodies and stakeholders who determine the policy by providing inputs so that people understand more about the natural enviromental resources properly without damaging the environment.
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